COVID-19 AND POST COVID-19
INVESTORS LOOK TO ALTERNATIVES

Rising interest in medical, self storage
and child care real estate
Investment demand for alternative commercial real estate assets has surged during the COVID-19 pandemic.
In this article we review some of the key trends in medical centre, self storage and childcare property markets.
Throughout the past decade commercial real estate has
been an attractive investment thanks in part to a low cost
of capital, reduced risk profile and premium over other
income-producing assets such as bonds. The resulting
increase in capital chasing a limited number of property
assets has pushed yields in the ‘core’ commercial property
asset classes: office, industrial and retail, to record lows.
As many of these assets continue to experience yield
compression, investors are increasingly looking at less
traditional property assets to generate returns. Real assets
such as such as hotels, pubs, service stations, student
accommodation, serviced apartments, self storage, aged
care, healthcare and childcare have become increasingly
popular amongst investors, both large and small.
With interest rates at ultra-low levels, interest in alternate
commercial real asset assets including medical centres,
self storage and childcare, has surged in recent years.

Institutional capital has also been
attracted to the strong covenants and
long leases many of these assets offer.
According to data from Real Capital Analytics, transaction
volumes for Australian medical offices more than doubled
to surpass $1.2 billion in 2020, even as volumes in other
sectors sagged. For the first eight months of 2021, self
storage was the strongest performing US REIT sector, up
more than 50% on the year (vs ~+30% for industrial and
~+20% for data centres). Transaction data from Cushman
& Wakefield’s National Investment Sales team indicates
yields on childcare assets have compressed to the point
where between a quarter and a third of transactions are
sub-5% yields.

MEDICAL CENTRES
The main driver of the surge in transaction volumes
for medical centres appears to be large deals led by
institutional investors.

Deal volumes by institutional level
investors and REITs jumped from a 			
pre-pandemic average of $125 million
per year over the preceding 5 years
to $825 million in 2020, a nearly
seven-fold increase.
The attractiveness of medical centres primarily rests
on three main axioms. The first is the expectation for
strong employment growth in the sector. Over the past
decade, employment in healthcare has increased
faster than overall employment. And perhaps more
than in any other sector, the pandemic has reallocated
demand for labour into the health sector. Deloitte
Access Economics forecasts employment in healthcare
to increase 13% over the next five years, the second
fastest growth of any sector in Australia.
The sector has also historically performed well. Dexus
has highlighted that over the past 15 years, capital
growth amongst health assets has outperformed the
core property asset classes. Despite this, medical
centres maintain a positive yield spread relative to
these asset classes. While the returns are generally
attractive, risk is often reduced by relatively long
weighted average lease expiries (WALE). Medical
offices WALEs often exceed 15 years. The attraction
of the asset class has been highlighted by Dexus
purchasing nearly $800 million in medical office
property over the past six years, by far the most
active player in the Australian market.
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SELF STORAGE
Self storage has been amongst the most
resilient sectors to the pandemic.
Data from Cushman & Wakefield shows that since
the start of the pandemic occupier demand in this
sector has surged. Monthly revenue has increased
almost 15% across the East Coast cities, with Brisbane
leading the charge at over 20% growth. Increased
demand for self storage units in Brisbane has largely
been driven by interstate migration. Regional assets,
particularly those within coastal locations, have
also enjoyed significant revenue growth as lifestyle
preferences have evolved.
Against this backdrop, it is perhaps no surprise that
transaction volumes have risen sharply. Since the onset
of COVID-19, circa $750 million of self storage facilities
in Australia have transacted. This compares to circa
$300 million in transactions agreed in the 18 months
prior to the start of the pandemic. The investor
landscape is dominated by institutional investors
National Storage and Abacus Property Group.
In more recent years, the market has also attracted
interest from global investment funds.

CHILDCARE
As in other sectors, childcare assets
benefit from structural drivers that
boost demand, namely increases in
population and the female labour force
participation rate alongside government
assistance that reduces costs.
Reflecting these trends, average attendance at
government-approved centres has increased 10%
over the past decade. Perhaps unsurprisingly, the
income from these assets has been stable, increasing
on average between 4%-5% annually since 2018.
This has attracted investment into the sector, as yields
on average compressed by 75 basis points since 2019.
The pandemic’s influence is more acute in suburban areas,
which have seen greater transaction volumes and more
yield compression than in metro centres. Smaller investors
currently dominate this market segment, with most
investors only owning one property.
Like all assets, alternatives have their idiosyncrasies.
However, COVID-19 has been an abrupt tailwind to certain
segments of the market that were already experiencing
a structural uplift. While investors should carefully review
local fundamentals, these assets appear to provide some
counter-cyclical income flow to portfolios. Many alternative
asset classes remain prime targets for greater institutional
involvement as supply increases alongside demand.
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